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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No 2136 G.M’s Christmas Run Metz Hotel : Hare SlowMo

Run Report:
Hare : SloMo
Location : The Metz
Weather : Same as last week
Once again ,
Tuesday night &
it’s raining ! Fingers said “ I cant
wait till summer
gets here” as he
helped lug the
heavy barrels of
J Boag & Sons
finest products
up the 99 steps
in the back of
young Derb’s
pub , while One
Hump went on
about workplace safety & his straining back saying “ they should have to
put a lift in here “ ! Derb”s turned up
& said that SloMo set a run on chalk ,
but reckoned it would be washed
away by now , yeah typical GM someone muttered , nominates himself for
a run & relies on other people to organise it and cant even be here to fix
the trail up . As the room fills up with
hashers not so eager to venture out
into the precipitation , Rickshaw reveals that last Tuesday while travelling to Boong”s run he decided to
turn back to Launceston as the rain
started at the Breadalbane Roundabout , soft cock ! , could be a skoal
coming up for that later . Anyway it
was decided to don raincoats & head
outside to find the 1st arrow on the
dry pavement under a shop veranda heading up York St . Amongst the
pack tonight were Bugsy , Daffy , Goblet , Fingers , Dunnohim , One Hump ,

Boong , Electric Eric , Abba , Spyder & Rickshaw , [that’s all I can remember] . Blakey was
seen on the trail in his Metro bus but that
should not really be counted as a run , it was

also noticed that Abba was very happily wandering around with IPod head plugs in his ears
as it was his mate Benny Andersson’s birthday !
Abba was singing Waterloo at the top of his
voice , sounded bad though ! Another arrow
was found in George St under Derb’s shop awning pointing up past Roman Baths [another water pun] with the last resemblance of the run
being a check on the corners of George & Balfour Streets . The pack spread out [waistlines
again] in search of the trail but to no avail , so a
long circumnavigation of the Wellington Street
precinct was selected as the return route back
to the Metz . Along the way One Hump demonstrated how well he could direct traffic on the
roundabout on Charles & Balfour Sts , and Binny was found lurking at the Pizza Pub , not left
there since the AFL Grand Final run in 1998 !
Anyway as usual beer was to be found at the
end of the run & the GM was there to abuse for
fucking up the weather .
OnOn
The Editor

On On:
The G.M has set the run and done a runner himself, he
has gone to drive someone to a leavers dinner. Goblet
and Derbs have been left in full command. The Christmas decorations have been put up and all is ready
when the Hasher return to the ON ON site. The G.M
has opened his wallet and decreed it will be a free
night. Where are the usuals that only turn up on a free
night, has One Hump scared them off. The Pizzas and
soup will be a bit late tonight as the Metz chef is flat
out serving the large group in the restaurant. Derbs
has set up a table of nibblies to keep the hunger pains
away. The chef finally staggers up the stairs carrying a
large pot of chicken and mushroom soup. Derbs produces the largest soup ladle you have ever seen. Tyles
cant believe the size of it and fills up six mugs with one
scoop. It was later rumoured that it was the ladle the
previous publican used to use to bail out the urinal
when it became blocked, but it may only be rumour??.
The ladle has not tainted the flavour of the soup it is
delicious and most have about three mug fulls before
the pizzas arrive, most are of the Mexican variety and
there are more than the Hashers can eat. It may be a
free night but Blakey is out to fleece as much hard
earned cash as he can for his weekly raffle. Goblet has
recorded who is here tonight and near wears out the
book as Hashers keep asking how many runs have I
done Goblet. The G.M returns from his leavers dinner
duties and is impressed by the effort Derbs and Goblet has done in his absence. The bell is rung and the
skulls are underway.

Skulls:
LH3 has been going since 1978 ,we have had some good reasons for Hashers skolling during this time. The next skull will take
some beating and most of us will be Hashing in the after life
before a better reason for skolling comes along. A founding
member of LH3 has done some stupid things in his time and he
readily admits that he has done a lot of stupid things, but nothing quiet as stupid as this. This Hasher has just completed building a shack at Swansea. The rabbits have taken over and are
digging up the lawn. The rabbits are breading like only rabbits
can. How can I eradicate these vermin he thinks. It will be easy,
buy a new rifle with telescopic sights and low noise bullets, hide
behind the glass veranda and pop them off as they come out of
there burrows. What could be more simple?. As the sun rises
the Hasher is lying on the ground like a CIA sniper, a rabbit pops
out of his burrow. The rifle is slowly raised and the rabbits head
is in the cross hair of the sights. The trigger is slowly squeezed, there is an almighty explosion, the glass panels of the veranda shatter like a car windscreen.
Yes you guessed it the Hasher has sighted up the rabbit while lying on the
wrong side of the glass, the only thing that has been shot is the $1000.00 glass
panel. Up you get

Derbs.

The next to skull is the G.M for setting tonight’s run with waterproof chalk.
We have a phantom runner amongst us tonight, he is the next to be summonsed to skull. In keeping with the lore of the phantom his identity will not be
revealed.
The last skull for tonight is for the Lip who has been missing in action for the last
couple of weeks to practice his jokes.

Raffle:
Meat tray: Tyles.
Mystery prize: Dunnohim.
Six pack Boags finest: One Hump.
Fishing knives: The G.M Slomo

Hash events from Friday through to Sunday arvo

Check out their web site – click here.

The 2014 Committee The investment in Excellence for HASHERS
GM: Slomo JM: Sheila, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Blakey, Trail master: Abba, Horn: Fingers, Lip: Rickshaw Scribe: Boong,
Web Wanker Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 23rd December Hare Dunohim 88 Devon Hills Rd Devon Hills
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Abba before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at 44B Basin Rd
again.

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
LH4 will return early January.
LH3 Website
A teacher is explaining biology to her 4th grade students.
"Human beings are the only animals that stutter,' she says
A little girl raises her hand. 'I had a kitty-cat who stuttered.'
The teacher, knowing how precious some of these stories could become, asked the girl to describe the incident.

"Well," she began, 'I was in the back yard with my kitty
and the Rottweiler that lives next door got a running start and before we knew it, he
jumped over the fence into our yard!'
'That must've been scary,' said the teacher.
'It sure was,' said the little girl.
'My kitty raised her back, went "Ffffff!, Ffffff!, FfffffF,"
but before she could say 'F*ck-off !,' the Rottweiler ate her!
The teacher had to leave the room

.

